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r:radius of the particle

PARTICLE SEPARATION/PURIFICATION

mImass of the particle
x:direction parallel to the electric ?eld

SYSTEM, DIFFUSER AND RELATED
METHODS

Summing up the forces for a vertically oriented separation
system in Which the gravitational force is in the Y-direction

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional

Patent Application Ser. No. 60/378,118, ?led May 15, 2002,
the disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by reference.

(see FIG. 2), the folloWing is obtained:
EFXIFe-Fpoo-F11170

11-5]

2Fy:Fg—Fl-(y):0

[1.6]

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates generally to the material
In the X-direction, the forces are:

separation or puri?cation arts and, more particularly, to a

particle separation/puri?cation system including a non-ver

Fe-Fpoo-F1(1):‘)

tically oriented separator, a dilfuser capable of use With such
a system, and related methods.

11-7]

Substitution from Equations 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 into

Equation 1.7 yields:
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The separation or puri?cation of physical mixtures of ?ne
particles (called “bene?ciation” in the vernacular) is accom

q

E — 6 WM VX

JV, _0
—

—m m

[1.8]

20

plished primarily by establishing a bipolar charge on the
constituent particle species and then using mechanical or gas
conveyance to move the particles through selectively
charged electrical ?elds. In the example of the typical
arrangement shoWn in the schematic diagram of FIG. 1, the
particles (only one oversiZed particle P shoWn for purposes

In the Y-direction:

Fg-F,(y):0

[1.9]

25

Substitution yields:

of illustration) are carried by or entrained in a gaseous

medium and passed through a diffuser R (including possibly
With a co-?oW of gas G devoid of particles) such that the
direction of conveyance or ?oW direction F, is generally
parallel to the direction of gravity (Y-axis or direction), or

dvy
30

“vertical.” One or more electrodes (usually elongated plates,
not shoWn) positioned adjacent to the ?oW create the electric
?eld E to effect separation of particles having a selected

charge (either positive or negative, depending on the charge

35

on the electrode, but shoWn as having a like charge in FIG.

1) by de?ecting them. In the usual arrangement, the elec
trode(s) are positioned such that a direction of the electric

?eld force Fe is applied perpendicular to the ?oW direction
F (that is, aligned With the X-axis or direction in FIG. 1, or
the horiZontal plane). As a result, the particle P having the
selected charge is de?ected in the X-direction and its tra
jectory T changes as it travels through this electric ?eld
“Zone,” such that it may be selected out of or separated from

40

the ?oW stream and collected.

45

[1-10]

mg — mw _ 0

Consequently, When oriented in the vertical orientation such
that a direction of the electric ?eld force Fe is perpendicular
to the direction of gravity (Y-direction), only this force acts
to de?ect or move the charged particle P in the X-direction.
The viscous force and inertial force actually oppose this
de?ection, rather than assist it.
Accordingly, a need is identi?ed for a separation/puri?

cation systems Where the forces present, including the
gravitational force acting on the particles, are used to

advantage, including for separating loWer density particles
considered impurities from higher density particles in a
particle mixture.

Generally speaking, NeWton’s LaWs of classical mechan
ics govern the motion of charged particles having diameters

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

near or greater than atomic dimensions. Consequently, When
suspended or entrained in a gas and under the in?uence of
an electric ?eld and gravity, the principle forces acting on a

In accordance With a ?rst aspect ofthe invention, a sepa
rator for intended use in at least partially separating at least
50

particle (assuming laminar ?oW, Stokes drag, no image force
and BroWnian motion) include:

one species of selectively charged particles from a particle
mixture carried by a ?uid ?oW is disclosed. In one embodi

ment, the separator comprises a tubular, elongated body for

(1) gravitational force (FgImg);

[1.1]

(2) electric ?eld force (FEIqE);

[1.2] 55

receiving the ?uid ?oW and a ?rst electric ?eld for de?ecting
the selectively charged particles in at least a portion of the
body through Which the ?uid ?oW passes, and a ?rst

(3) viscous force (FXI6pJ'IZVV); and

[1.3]

partition de?ning ?rst and second channels adapted for
receiving ?rst and second portions of the ?uid ?oW after

(4) inertial force (Fi:m(dV/dl)),

[1.4]

portions of the ?uid ?oW including selectively charged

entering the ?rst electric ?eld, With at least one of the
60

Where:

E:electric ?eld strength
uq/iscosity of medium

?eld is created such that a direction of an electric ?eld force

acting on the selectively charged particles passing through

Vrpar‘ticle velocity
g:acceleration due to gravity
y:direction perpendicular to the electric ?eld
qIcharge on the particle

particles de?ected by the ?rst electric ?eld. To take advan
tage of the in?uence of gravity of the particles, the electric
the ?rst electric ?eld is not perpendicular to a direction of

65

gravity. In a most preferred embodiment, the direction of the
electric ?eld force is aligned With and generally parallel to
the direction of gravity and generally perpendicular to a

US 7,086,535 B2
3

4

direction of ?uid ?oW through the body. An angle between

selectively charged particles in a portion of the body receiv

the direction of the electric ?eld force and the direction of
gravity may be acute.
Preferably, ?rst and second electrodes are positioned in or

ing the ?uid ?oW. A third electrode positioned betWeen the
?rst and second electrodes together With one of the ?rst and
second electrodes creates a second electric ?eld adjacent to

adjacent to the body for creating the ?rst electrical ?eld. The

the ?rst electric ?eld for de?ecting the selectively charged

separator may further include a third electrode positioned
betWeen the ?rst and second electrodes for creating a second
electric ?eld With one of the ?rst and second electrodes. The
third electrode may be electrically coupled or connected to
one of the ?rst and second electrodes, and a second partition
may de?ne a third channel for receiving a third portion of the

particles. The third electrode includes a longitudinal dimen
sion in a direction of ?uid ?oW less than a corresponding
dimension of the ?rst or second electrode in the same

direction.
In accordance With a fourth aspect of the invention, a
diffuser assembly for receiving a ?uid medium, such as a
gas, and creating a spray having an elongated pro?le or ?oW

?uid ?oW, including selectively charged particles de?ected
by the third electrode. One of the ?rst and second electrodes
includes a longitudinal dimension, and a corresponding
dimension of the third electrode is preferably less than the
longitudinal dimension of the ?rst or second electrode. The
third electrode may be supported by one of the body, the ?rst
electrode, and the second electrode.
The separator may further include a manifold having ?rst
and second passageWays corresponding to the ?rst and
second channels de?ned by the ?rst partition, each passage
Way being in communication With a pipe for delivering the
particles received in the channel to a collector. Preferably, at
least one of the ?rst and second passageWays includes a
non-circular inlet for matching an outlet end of the corre
sponding channel and a circular outlet for matching With an
inlet end of the pipe. The separator may also include a
diffuser for positioning in or adjacent to an inlet end of the

body to introduce the particle mixture to the electric ?eld, as
Well as a ?oW straightener positioned in the inlet end of the

pattern is disclosed. The di?fuser comprises a body including
a top Wall, a bottom Wall, and a pair of spaced sideWalls
de?ning an inlet and an outlet. A tubular nozzle associated

With the inlet of the body includes a generally circular
portion adapted for receiving the ?uid medium and a frusto

conical portion extending at least partially along the body
toWard the outlet for delivering the ?uid medium to the
20

body. The top Wall, bottom Wall, and spaced sideWalls de?ne
a passageWay having a generally rectangular cross-section

and an elongated, generally rectangular opening adjacent to
the outlet through Which the ?uid medium passes after
exiting the nozzle to form the spray having the elongated
25

pro?le.
In one embodiment, each sideWall includes a ?rst portion
forming an acute angle relative to a second portion thereof.

The angle betWeen the ?rst portion and the second portion
of each sideWall may be about 15° or less. Preferably, the
30

body adjacent to the diffuser and adapted for receiving a
second ?oW of ?uid devoid of particles.

?rst portions of the sideWalls of the body are divergent
adjacent to the frusto-conical portion of the nozzle and
generally parallel downstream of the nozzle. Also, a value of

In another embodiment, at least some of the particles in

a ?rst dimension measured from an end of the frusto-conical

the particle mixture are ferromagnetic, and the separator

portion of the nozzle adjacent to the circular portion to the
outlet of the body divided by a second dimension measured
from the top Wall to the bottom Wall of the body is preferably
greater than about 20.
In another embodiment, the angle betWeen the ?rst por
tion and the second portion is about 15° or greater. The
sideWalls are spaced apart a ?rst dimension, and the top and

further includes a magnet for creating a magnetic ?eld-in at

35

least a portion of the body through Which the ?uid ?oW

passes for attracting or repelling the ferromagnetic particles.
In accordance With another aspect of the invention, a

system for electrostatically separating a ?rst species of
selectively charged particles from a particle mixture is
disclosed. The system comprises a feeder for supplying the

40

particle mixture and a pressurized driving ?uid source for

bottom Walls are spaced apart a second dimension at the
interfaces With the sideWalls and a third dimension at a

supplying a driving ?uid for carrying the particle mixture
supplied by the feeder. A separator comprising a tubular,

midpoint betWeen the sideWalls. The third dimension is up
to about 15% greater than the second dimension. Conse

elongated body for receiving the driving ?uid carrying the

45

quently, the top and bottom Walls are generally V-shaped,

particle mixture and a ?rst electric ?eld in at least a portion

With the apex of each Wall being located at approximately a

of the body through Which the driving ?uid passes for

midpoint betWeen the sideWalls.
In another embodiment, the angle betWeen the ?rst por

de?ecting the selectively charged particles is provided. In
the separator, at least one partition de?nes ?rst and second

channels for receiving ?rst and second portions of the
driving ?uid after entering the ?rst electric ?eld. The electric

50

tion and the second portion is about 15° or greater. The
sideWalls are spaced apart a ?rst dimension, and the top and
bottom Walls are spaced apart a second dimension at the

?eld is created such that a direction of an electrical ?eld

interfaces With the sideWalls and a third dimension at about

force acting on the selectively charged particles passing

one-quarter and about three-quarters of the ?rst dimension.

through the ?rst electric ?eld is not perpendicular to a
direction of gravity. The system further includes a ?rst

The third dimension is up to about 15% greater than the
55

collection device for receiving particles collected in the ?rst
channel, a second collection device for receiving particles
collected in the second channel, and an induction source in
?uid communication With the ?rst and second collection

devices for draWing the driving ?uid through the system.

60

In accordance With a third aspect of the invention, a
separator for intended use in separating a selected species of

particles having a particular charge from a particle mixture
carried by a ?uid ?oW is disclosed. The separator comprises
a tubular, elongated body for receiving the ?uid ?oW. First
and second electrodes are positioned in or adjacent to the

body for creating a ?rst electric ?eld for de?ecting the

65

second dimension. Consequently, the top and bottom Walls
are generally W-shaped, With a ?rst apex of each Wall
provided at a ?rst location approximately one-quarter of the
distance betWeen the sideWalls and a second apex provided
at a second location approximately three-quarters of the
distance betWeen the sideWalls.
In accordance With a ?fth aspect of the invention, a

method of separating at least one species of selectively
charged particles from a mixture of particles entrained in or
carried by a ?uid ?oW is disclosed. The method comprises:
(1) passing the ?uid ?oW through a ?rst electric ?eld formed
in a portion of a tubular, elongated body, Wherein a direction
of the electric ?eld force acting on selectively charged

US 7,086,535 B2
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5
particles in the mixture is not perpendicular to a direction of

FIGS. 9ai9d are perspective, top, side, and end vieWs of

gravity; (2) dividing the ?uid ?oW passing the electric ?eld
into a ?rst portion including selectively charged particles

a diffuser or dilfuser assembly forming one aspect of the

de?ected after entering the electric ?eld and a second

portion; and (3) collecting at least the selectively charged

FIGS. l0ail0c illustrate exemplary spray pro?les that
may be achieved using different embodiments of the dif

particles in at least the ?rst portion of the ?uid ?oW.

fuser; and

invention;

In the case Where a direction of the electric ?eld force is

FIGS. 11a and 11b are enlarged end vieWs of the different

generally parallel to the direction of gravity, the method may
further include the steps of: (1) providing a ?rst species of
particles in the mixture having a siZe, mass, or density less
than that a second species of particles in the mixture; and (2)
creating the electric ?eld such that the ?rst species of
particles are de?ected opposite the direction of gravity. The
step of creating the electric ?eld may comprise providing an
upper electrode positioned above the ?uid ?oW in the body

embodiments of the dilfuser for achieving the spray pro?les
shoWn in FIGS. 10b and 100, respectively.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
With reference noW to FIG. 3, a particle separator 10 or

puri?er (sometimes also called a separation “cell”) is illus

With a charge opposite that of a charge on the ?rst species
of particles, or may comprise providing a loWer electrode
beloW the ?uid ?oW in the body With a charge that is the

trated schematically using the same reference characters
appearing in FIG. 2, and a corresponding force diagram is
provided in FIG. 4. In the case as in FIG. 3, Where the

same as a charge on the ?rst species of particles.

The method may further include the steps of providing
?rst and second spaced electrodes in or adjacent to the body
for creating the ?rst electric ?eld and providing a third
electrode betWeen the ?rst and second electrodes. The third

20

orientation of particle injection or the ?oW direction F is
inclined from a vertical orientation (i.e., Fg has a vector
component in both the X- and Y-directions, as compared to
only the Y-direction as is the case in FIG. 1), the forces
acting on the particle P are:

electrode may be electrically coupled or connected to one of
the ?rst or second electrodes to create a second electric ?eld 25

With the other of the electrodes. The step of providing at

least tWo partitions dividing the body into ?rst, second, and
third channels adjacent to the ?rst and second electric ?elds
may also be performed. In this method, a ?rst channel
receives a ?rst portion of the ?uid ?oW including particles
de?ected by the ?rst electrode, the second channel receives

a second portion of the ?uid ?oW including particles
de?ected by the second electrode, and the third channel
receives a third portion of the ?uid ?oW including particles
de?ected by the third electrode. The step of collecting the

In the X-direction, the forces are:
30

FE+Fgoo-Fpoo-F1(1):‘)

11-13]

Substitution yields:

35

dvx

qE+mgcos(0) — 67rrpVX —m d[ = O

[1.14]

selectively charged particles includes collecting the particles
in the third portion of the ?uid ?oW.
In the Y-direction:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
40

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a typical prior art particle
separation/puri?cation arrangement in Which a direction of
the electric ?eld force is perpendicular to a direction of

FgM-FMIO

[1.15]

Substitution yields:

gravity;
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the forces acting on the

45

.

d Vy

[1.16]

mgs1n(0) — mw _ 0

particle shoWn in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a separator in Which a
direction of the electric ?eld force is not perpendicular to a

direction of gravity;
FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing the forces acting on a particle
in the separator of FIG. 3;

Accordingly, When 6 (the angle betWeen the direction of the
50

FIG. 5 is a side schematic vieW of one possible embodi
ment of a separator oriented such that a direction of the
electric ?eld force is not perpendicular to a direction of

gravity;

55

FIGS. 6ai6d are side, top, end, and perspective vieWs of
a second possible embodiment of a separator including ?rst

electric ?eld force and gravity) is 90°, as in the vertical
orientation described above, Equation 1.14 is identical to
Equation 1.8 and Equation 1.16 becomes identical to Equa
tion 1.10. Thus, as stated above, only the electric ?eld force
acts to force or de?ect the charged particle P in the X-di
rection and the viscous force and inertial force actually
oppose the de?ection.

HoWever, When 6 is 0°, Equation 1.14 becomes:

and second spaced electrodes and a third extension elec

trode;
FIGS. 7ai7d are side, bottom, end, and perspective vieWs
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of a separator With a manifold for delivering product from

dv,

[1.17]

dz

the separator to separate pipes;
FIG. 8 is a schematic vieW of an overall separation system

including a separator forming one aspect of the invention;
FIG. 8a is a graphical representation of experimental data
obtained using the separator forming one aspect of the

present invention;
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Therefore, at 6I0° (Which occurs When the direction of the
electric ?eld force is parallel to the direction of gravity), the
forces acting on a particle P due to the electric ?eld and

gravity are additive. Indeed, gravity has the maximum effect

US 7,086,535 B2
7

8

in this situation, and the in?uence decreases as the magni
tude of the angle 0 increases toward the vertical orientation
(e.g., 0 is an acute angle).
Applying this concept to a non-vertically oriented sepa
rator alloWs for differences in the mass of the charged
particles to be advantageously ampli?ed and used to advan
tage. One example of such a separator 10 in Which 0:0°
(e. g., the direction of the electric ?eld force is parallel to the
direction of gravity), is disclosed in FIG. 5. In the illustrated
embodiment, the separator 10 includes a generally tubular

separator 10 adjacent to the trailing edge of each partition
18, the channels 21 may be in communication With corre

sponding doWnstream collectors (not shoWn), such as bins
or hoppers, for receiving a substantial amount of at least one

separated species of particles (Which is preferably substan

tially pure).
To maximize the additive effects of the electric ?eld and

gravitational forces, the polarity of the spaced electrodes 14,

(holloW and, for purposes of illustrating one embodiment,

rectangular in cross-section), elongated body. The body
includes an entrance end or inlet 12 for receiving particles,

including a mixture of different particles (preferably a dry
mixture of tWo or more species of ?ne-sized (<1 um to 1000

um diameter, and most preferably less than 200 um diam
eter) entrained in or carried by a driving ?uid, such as a gas
?oW (note arroWs F indicating direction of ?oW/particle

conveyance). The ?uid ?oW carrying the mixed particles
may be supplied by or through a diffuser or sprayer (see FIG.
7d) positioned in or adjacent to the inlet 12 of the separator
10. Where appropriate or desired, the upstream end or inlet
12 of the separator 10 may also be provided With ?oW
smoothing structures or straighteners (such as elongated
tubes, vanes or the like; see inlet ends of elongated straight
ener tubes S in FIG. 7d and note phantom depiction of a

single tube U) for ensuring that any co-?oW of gas intro
duced does not disrupt the particle mixture ?oW introduced
by the diffuser R (that is, the co-?oW is straight and smooth
and in this regard facilitates smooth ?oW of the particle
mixture). The co-?oW of gas is also designed to minimize or
eliminate particle attachment to or bombardment With the
electrodes 14, 16 that create the electric ?eld. Preferably, the
co-?oW is devoid of particles.
In the preferred embodiment, an electric ?eld is created by

20

gravity (i.e., upWards rather than doWnWard) by providing
25

outlet of any di?fuser and ?oW straighteners positioned
therein). The electrodes 14, 16 may be provided With dif
ferent polarities as desired for de?ecting (Which may com
prise attraction or repulsion, depending on the relative

35

Regarding collection, a portion of the separator 10 may
include at least one, and preferably a plurality of solid,
unapertured/unperforated Walls or partitions 18 de?ning at
least tWo channels 21 for receiving at least a portion of, and
preferably a substantial amount of, the particles having the
selected charge after entering the electric ?eld zone Z. The
ultimate number collected depends on the relative position

of the particles Within the tubular body (Which depends on
the path of travel, as in?uenced by the particle charge, the
velocity of the particles, the orientation (angle 0), the
position or location of the partitions 18, and the polarity of
the electrodes 14, 16 and the magnitude of the electric ?eld,
and Whether any co-?oW is present). The leading edge of
each partition 18 is preferably just doWnstream from the
electric ?eld zone Z. At the exit end or outlet 19 of the

?ne-sized particles is relatively small, gravity can signi?
cantly in?uence the puri?cation of physical mixtures of
particles, especially When differences in density (p) and
particle size (r) exist. For example, metal poWders typically
have densities betWeen 6*8 g/cm3, Whereas inorganic or
organic impurities that may be physically mixed With the

metal poWder typically have particle densities ranging from
between 25 g/cm3. Inorganic oxides, like combustion ash,
40

typically have a Wide range of densities (e. g., betWeen 0.54
g/cm3) and may also have a Wide distribution of particle
sizes). These differences in size and density can be magni

?ed and taken advantage of using the above-described
separator 10 oriented at an angle 0 such that the direction of
the electric ?eld force Fe is not perpendicular to the direction

of gravity. In other Words, gravity is actually used to
45

charges) and otherWise in?uencing the trajectory of the path
of travel of the species of particles having a selected charge
(i.e., selectively charged particles) Within the separator 10
for later collection. Each electrode 14, 16 thus may be
connected to a voltage source (not shoWn), Which may be
variable to facilitate selective control of the magnitude of the
electric ?eld in the corresponding zone Z.

the upper electrode 14 With the opposite polarity. Accord
ingly, in this mode of operation, the smaller mass impurity
particles are effectively levitated by the electric ?eld force
created by the upper electrode 14, Whereas larger mass
particles are forced doWnWardly by the combined forces
created by the loWer electrode 16 and gravity.
Although the gravitational force on smaller mass and

30

a pair of spaced, elongated, plate like electrodes 14, 16
positioned at a selected location Within a portion of the body
of the separator 10. The electric ?eld may be of a pre
selected magnitude and generally de?nes at least one electric
?eld zone Z. Preferably, the electrodes 14, 16 are positioned
just doWnstream of the inlet 12 (Which may include the

16 may be chosen to force particles having a large mass (due
to either size or density) in the direction of gravity (i.e.,
doWnWard in FIG. 5) and to force smaller mass particles
(Which are in?uenced by gravity to a lesser extent) in the
opposite direction. More speci?cally, When the separator 10
is oriented horizontally (that is, With a longitudinal axis
parallel to a horizontal plane and the direction of the electric
?eld force aligned With or parallel to the direction of gravity)
such that 0 is 00 (see FIG. 5), if such small mass particles are
impurities and attain or are charged to a polarity opposite
that of the large mass particles, then the impurities can be
forced or de?ected in the direction opposite the direction of

improve the separation e?iciency and effectiveness.
In the typical prior art separator shoWn in FIG. 1, a
mixture of particles injected into the electric ?eld E have a

50

velocity only in the Y-direction (i.e., VXIO). HoWever, the
particle mobility in the X-direction (that is, in the direction
of the electric ?eld force Fe) must also be considered, since

only through such motion is separation/puri?cation
achieved. By solving the equations relating to the motion of
particles under tWo phase ?oW conditions, particle mobility
55

has been described in terms of relaxation time, t,, Which is
the time needed to accelerate the particles from zero velocity
to 68% of their ?nal velocity. The relaxation time, t,, may be
expressed as:

60
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In other Words, the relaxation time, t,, is directly propor
tional to the density multiplied by the square of the particle

radius (i.e., greater particle densities and/or greater particle

